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2017 School Nurse Update 

 

What did NOT pass for 2017 (so far): 

 This is not to say that it cannot pass later, but DNR orders did not pass this year.   

 

What DID pass for 2017: 

 You MUST put your credentials in every time you chart something. Ex: Cindy Daniels, RN or CD, 
RN 

 A student may now carry and apply sunscreen as long as it is FDA approved. If the parent wants 
a board employee (ex. ATC Nurse) to apply sunscreen, then there must be a PPA with parent 
signature; but this DOES NOT require a physician signature 

 There was an update requiring that information be included when influenza vaccination forms 
go out; parents need to be educated on the vaccine 

 Teachers and parents are to be educated about heavy backpacks ( they did not go into detail 
about what constitutes a “heavy backpack”) 

 

Updates: 

 5 IHPs that WILL print on the website 
 Two new IHPs added: ADHD and Headache 
 Immunization and Imprint changes complete: State requests that only Imprint be used for 

immunization information now; they said that physicians will get on board, they’ll do whatever 
it takes 

 Anaphylaxis – A stock EpiPen may begin showing up at all schools – most-likely placed in the 
main office; schools are allowed to have a stock EpiPen, however it is not funded by the state, so 
some schools may not have afforded to get their own yet 

 INOW will now have a “continue” button on IHPs – so you should be able to use your IHPs from 
year-to-year, and just make updates. You will still need it signed by the parent if changes are 
made, as well as every year. 

 Electronic signature on Health Record Assessment – for online registration 
 Narcan / Naloxone rules/regulations for use in high schools; Narcan will possibly be showing up 

in high schools 
 If you enter CEUs on the ABN website, you must upload the certificate as well 

 

***REMEMBER: LPN’s renew PRIOR to January 2018*** 


